Instructions for the December 1, 2020 Lecture
We are ready to finish this semester off. One more lecture (and a super important
one given everything that is occurring in America right now), and we can devote
the final class to a discussion on the four theories of American government, and
the hopes, fears, prospects, and predictions you have as our country moves past
our last election. You’ll upload your paper one more time into Turnitin on Canvas
and after that you should finish off any journal responses as they must be
uploaded by Tuesday, December 8th. OK, here is your final breakout for the last
lecture:
Lecture 15. Civil Liberties / Civil Rights
Task 1: Read these instructions (just One. More. Time. Yay!!!)
Task 2: Read Chapter 14 in the Heineman text (pp. 286-313)
Task 3: Watch the lecture presentation for “Civil Liberties and Civil Rights.” Last
lecture with me pontificating…I’ll bet you’re heartbroken!
Task 4: Read the article for your journal response “The Blue Plague and Black
Death” by Glen Ford. You can find the question on the link titled “Lecture /
Discussion Page” highlighted in yellow. After completing the response, you will
have until the date posted on the assignments page to upload it to Canvas.
Task 5: Open the link for the video and watch Stay Woke: The Black Lives Matter
Movement. Given the tragic murders of black, brown, and indigenous peoples at
the hands of police in America, some history on the movement is necessary.
Watch and learn.
Task 6: Click the link titled “Discussion Board Question and Peer Responses for
Video Presentation” and answer the question that I have posted in approximately
one paragraph or so. Wait for other students to put their responses and then pick
two students to respond to. The deadline for these responses will be posted on
the Canvas assignments page. Don’t be late…
So you should be all set and have everything you need to finish off. Once again,
thank you all for your patience and understanding during these very challenging
times. You all did an excellent job and I had a great semester working with you.
Remember for our last night, I’ll need tips and advice on what to fix in the future if
it calls for online delivery so be thinking about that. OK everybody, see you on
December 8th!
Peace out, Kropf

